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1. What is the name of the highest mountain in the world?
   - c Mont Blanc
   - d Mount Everest
   - e Ben Nevis

2. Which river flows through Paris?
   - o the Seine
   - p the Rhone
   - c the Mosel

3. Where is Mount Kilimanjaro?
   - l in Japan
   - m in China
   - n in Africa

4. Which country does Hawaii belong to?
   - a the USA
   - b Cuba
   - c Mexico

5. Where is the Panama Canal?
   - n in America
   - o in Europe
   - c in Africa

6. The Grand Canyon is the longest gorge (Schlucht) in the world. Where is it?
   - m in England
   - n in France
   - o in the USA

7. Where is Ayers Rock?
   - a in the USA
   - b in Australia
   - c in England

8. What is the name of the longest river in Europe?
   - g the Rhine
   - h the Nile
   - i the Volga

9. What is the biggest ocean in the world?
   - r the Atlantic
   - s the Pacific
   - t the Indian Ocean

10. In which city is the “Porta Nigra“?
    - p in Trier / Germany
    - q in Rome / Italy
    - r in Barcelona / Spain

11. What is the capital of the USA?
    - a Washington, DC
    - b New York
    - c Boston

12. What is the capital of Ireland?
    - a Edinburgh
    - b Cork
    - c Dublin

13. In which city do you find the famous “Big Ben“ clock tower?
    - d Madrid
    - e London
    - f Milan

14. Which European country looks like a boot?
    - m Italy
    - n Spain
    - o Greece